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With the goal of studying the cosmological constant (CC) problem, we present an exhaustive
analysis of unimodular gravity as a possible candidate to resolve the CC origin and with this, the
current Universe acceleration. An excess of radiation in epochs of reionization is the cause of the
existence of a CC in the unimodular gravity scenario; tracing its birth at z = 11.27+0.05−0.05 (Theoretical)
which also coincides with epochs of the first complex structures in our Universe. In order to follow
its dynamics, we propose to use the Hubble data from cosmic chronometers, Type Ia Supernovae,
the brightness temperature and optical depth as a cosmological tests to follow the birth of the CC
and constrain its free parameters. A Joint analysis from Hubble data and Supernovae results in a
z = 11.761 ± 0.14 which is in good agreement with the theoretical value for the birth of the CC.
The consequences of this result, open the possibility to understand the Universe acceleration and
its relation with violations to the energy momentum tensor, suggesting the possible existence of a
most profound theory of the space-time itself.
Keywords: Unimodular gravity, cosmology, cosmological constant, reionization.
Introduction.—Universe acceleration is one of the most
intriguing conundrums in modern cosmology [1–3]. This
feature has been confirmed not only by Supernovae of
the Type Ia (SnIa), but also with observations related
to Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) Radiation [4],
among others1. Existing today a concentration of efforts
to understand the physics (at macro and micro scales)
responsible for such acceleration (see [7, 8] for a compi-
lation of models) and its consequences in the Universe
evolution. Despite that many hypotheses have been put
on the table, the best candidate is still the cosmologi-
cal constant (CC), an essential ingredient in the ΛCDM
model representing the ∼ 69% of the total components
in the Universe [4]. One feature of CC is that it is im-
posed in the Einstein field equations, sustained only by
the Lovelock’s theorem [9], and its energy density value is
∗ aspeitia@fisica.uaz.edu.mx
1 See other recent compilations of observations like Cosmic
Chronometers [5] and Strong Gravitational Lensing (SGL) [6]
to test theoretical models related with the Universe acceleration.
adjusted by cosmological observations to reproduce the
expected Universe dynamics. Nevertheless, the physics
of the CC is still unknown and the preferred interpreta-
tion is that CC is associated with the quantum vacuum
fluctuation of the space-time due to its auto-gravitating
characteristics [10, 11]. This hypothesis leads to one of
the biggest discrepancies between theory and observa-
tion in modern physics, because the theoretical predic-
tion according to quantum field theory is ∼ 120 orders of
magnitude greater than the obtained from cosmological
observations [10, 11].
On the other hand, unimodular gravity (UG) proposes
an interesting and natural origin of the CC [12–17], since
it appears as an integration constant, which can be cho-
sen without extra hypothesis and estimated with cos-
mological observations. This particular permissiveness
comes from the consideration that the determinant of the
metric is a constant invariant volume form, reducing the
degrees of freedom and allowing a non gravitating CC.
In addition, UG does not generates a natural energy-
momentum conservation and its assumption should be
imposed as an extra hypothesis, reducing it automati-
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2cally to the traditional Einstein field equations plus the
integration constant discussed above [14]. However, from
our point of view, such extra hypothesis reduces impor-
tant characteristics of UG, making blurry some aspects
that could lead us to a most profound theory of the space-
time itself while maintaining the CC in the same mystery
as in the standard paradigm.
A radical point of view is to disregard the hypothe-
sis of energy-momentum conservation (as previous works
do), allowing a new mathematical structure of conser-
vation which not only contains the energy-momentum
tensor but also the Ricci and energy-momentum scalars,
and whose structure emerges naturally from the UG field
equations without extra hypothesis. This new standpoint
gives a mechanism to understand the CC from a differ-
ent perspective, resolving the value of the energy density
and tracing its presence as far as the epoch of electro-
weak transition [16, 17]. Indeed, in this approach the
CC can be interpreted as a cumulative small violation of
the energy-momentum tensor, what in turn should be un-
derstood as granularity of the space-time structure [17],
being a possible evidence of a quantum space-time.
In this vein, in Ref. [18] the authors describe the CC
in the unimodular gravity context, obtaining a constant
parameter that it is intimately connected with radiation.
This new radical approach suggests that the causative of
Universe acceleration is a residual radiation that comes
from the epoch of non linear physics, particularly from
the reionization epoch. Another characteristic is that un-
like GR, unimodular gravity can provide an Universe ac-
celeration without invoking an exotic fluid with a nega-
tive equation of state (EoS), which is an important ad-
vantage in comparison with GR. In addition, reference
[18] suggests that the physics at early times is different
from the physics at late times due to the emergence of
this residual radiation term that later will act like an
effective CC. Hence, this residual radiation is the smok-
ing gun of the model that could be detected in future
experiments in order to refute or validate it.
A remarkable point is that this particular scenario
could give us clues about the tension of the Hubble con-
stant between the early and the late Universe [19] or even
give us a plausible explanation for the anomalies observed
by EDGES experiments [20]. In addition, UG could be
the candidate to extend GR because is compatible with
observations of gravitational waves [21, 22] or super mas-
sive black holes [23] and could be the key to explore the
quantum regime [24, 25] or even the quantum gravity
realm [16, 17]. As final comments, the UG theory has
not only been tested in cosmology but also in compact
objects to constrain the violations to the conservation
of the energy-momentum tensor and its consequences in
astrophysics [26].
Review on UG Cosmology.— Unimodular gravity can
be described by the following field equation
Rµν − 1
4
gµνR = 8piG
(
Tµν − 1
4
gµνT
)
, (1)
where all the tensors are the standards of GR and G is
the Newton’s gravitational constant. This equation can
be deduced formally by Einstein-Hilbert action under the
consideration
√−g = ξ, where ξ is a constant.
In order to study the background cosmology, we con-
sider an isotropic, homogeneous and flat Friedmann-
Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric, ds2 =
−dt2 + a(t)2d~x2, where a is the scale factor, the per-
fect fluid energy momentum tensor is written as Tµν =
pgµν + (ρ+ p)uµuν , where p, ρ and uµ are the pressure,
density and four-velocity of the fluid respectively. Hence,
we have [13, 14]
H˙ =
a¨
a
−H2 = −4piG
∑
i
(ρi + pi), (2)
where the dots stands for time derivative. In addition, a
general conservation for UG theory is now written in the
form
∇µ[32piGTµν − (R+ 8piGT )gµν ] = 0. (3)
Without independently assuming the energy momentum
conservation (∇µTµν = 0), the Eq. (3) introduces new
Friedmann, acceleration and fluid equations coupled with
third order derivatives in the scale factor. Hence, in the
case of non conservation of the energy-momentum ten-
sor, Eq. (3) must be solved to obtain the characteristic
fluid equation. Solving for (3) under a FLRW metric and
perfect fluid we have
∑
i
[
d
dt
(ρi + pi) + 3H(ρi + pi)
]
=
H3
4piG
(1− j), (4)
where the sum is over all the species in the Universe
and j ≡ ...a/aH3 is the Jerk Parameter (JP) [27, 28], well
known in cosmography and proposed by [18] for the study
of UG.
On the other hand, the integral-transcendent-
Friedmann equation can be computed with the help of
Eq. (2) and (4), obtaining the Friedmann equation for
UG as
H2UG =
8piG
3
∑
i
ρi +H
2
corr. (5)
In addition, the acceleration equation is deduced from
(2), obtaining(
a¨
a
)
UG
= −4piG
3
∑
i
(ρi + 3pi) +H
2
corr, (6)
where the non-canonical extra term in Eqs. (5) and (6),
i.e. the UG correction to the Friedmann and acceleration
equations, is defined in the form
H2corr ≡
8piG
3
∑
i
pi +
2
3
∫ a(t)
aini
H(a′)2[j(a′)− 1]da
′
a′
, (7)
3where the sum runs over the different species in the Uni-
verse and aini is some constant initial value. The integral
start from late epochs (today) and explore any value in
all epoch of the Universe evolution through a(t).
Although the Universe acceleration happens when:∫
H2(j − 1)a−1da > 2piG(ρ + p), which allows common
fluids to accelerate the Universe, the presence of the scale
factor in the expression restrict the acceleration epoch.
For example, as we will see hereafter, radiation could in
principle be the cause of the acceleration, but this ac-
celeration could not happen in an arbitrary epoch of the
Universe. Therefore, this implies that the acceleration
does not take place in the radiation dominated era (even
if radiation were the cause), but rather in late epochs of
the Universe.
According to [18], it is plausible to consider an ansatz
for the JP in terms of the redshift with the following
characteristics
j(z) =
9(1 + w)w
2E(z)2UG
Ω0i(z + 1)
3(w+1) + 1, (8)
where w is the Eos for any fluid. If it is chosen Ω0i →
Ω0r as the radiation density parameter and w → wr =
1/3 as the EoS of radiation, then the functional form
reproduce the ΛCDM jerk parameter in all eras [18]. This
expression for the jerk parameter not only recreates the
benefits of ΛCDM model but also unveils some aspects
of the nature of CC, i.e. introducing advantages over the
standard cosmological model. Indeed, it is possible to
suppose that another unknown fluid is it who is coupled
with j, but it is necessary to add a fluid with unknown
characteristics, complicating needlessly the model. In a
natural way, the form of (4) tell us that matter is directly
conserved (baryons and dark matter), being radiation the
coupled with j which in turn unveil a constant that can
be associated with the CC.
It is necessary to comment that we postulate that this
jerk parameter should emerge from a more fundamental
theory of space-time as argued by [16]. From the previous
equation and Eq. (5) it is possible to deduce
E(z)2UG = Ω0m(z + 1)
3 + Ω0r(z + 1)
4
+Ω0exs(zini + 1)
4, (9)
where E(z)UG ≡ H(z)UG/H0 and Ω0exs ≡ wrΩ0r.
Again, if wr = 1/3 based on the standard knowledge,
we have that the excess of radiation is one third of the
density parameter of radiation at z = 0, which hereafter
we will call it as the excess of radiation. Notice that
the causative of the acceleration is the constant term in
the previous equation where we propose the correlation
Ω0Λ → Ω0exs(zini + 1)4 constrained by
zini + 1 <
1
Ω
1/4
0exs
, (10)
where for Ω0exs = 8.23 × 10−6h−2(1 + 0.2271g∗), being
g∗ = 3.04 the standard number of relativistic species [29],
and h is the dimensionless Hubble constant. This result is
dictated under the assumption that Ω0Λ < 1, obtaining
an upper limit for zini to be zini < 12.54 at 95% CL
(using Planck result h = 0.6766+0.0042−0.0042 [4]).
Notice that the results suggest a constant excess of
radiation (photons, neutrinos or other entity that be-
haves as relativistic particles2) that, according to this
theory, is in turn the cosmological constant. Indeed, we
replicate the traditional behavior of radiation which de-
cays as a−4, but with an additional term that suggests
a continuous creation of radiation to maintain the term
Ω0exc(zini + 1)
4 as a constant. Specifically, a constant
that arises at zini < 12.54 exhibiting its acceleration ef-
fects when the other densities become subdominant com-
pared to it.
In order to match with the expected value for Ω0Λ,
we require that zini = 11.27
+0.05
−0.05, concluding that the
CC emerge approximately at epoch of reionization in the
late Universe3. It is worth to notice that these results
are under the assumption that Ω0Λ = 0.6889
+0.0056
−0.0056 and
h is taken from Ref. [4]. Having said that, if we use
the value of Hubble constant from SnIa data measured
by [4] (h = 0.7422+0.0182−0.0182) differs from Planck, which
generates a subtle difference with the radiation compo-
nent. Hence, using this h estimation and assuming that
Ω0Λ coincide with the Planck value
4, we obtain that zini
moves to 11.85+0.05−0.05, not too far from the previous value
of zini = 11.27, from Planck data (where the uncertain-
ties correspond to 1σ CL). A crucial point derived from
these calculations is that the UG model predicts that a
new physics must emerge in the reionization epoch, pro-
ducing the current accelerated expansion of the Universe.
This subtle correlation (excess of radiation→cosmological
constant) and the epoch of birth of the CC (reioniza-
tion) will be discussed in the next sections together with
its cosmological constraints and possible relation to the
birth of the first complex structures in the Universe.
Cosmological constrictions.—The parameters zini and
h can be constrained by performing a Bayesian MCMC
analysis employing H(z) and SNIa data. We employ
the most recent observational Hubble data measured
from cosmic chronometers compiled by [5] and refer-
ences therein. This sample contains 31 points in the
redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.965. We also consider the lo-
cal value of the Hubble constant H0 given by A. Riess
[32] as a Gaussian prior in the parameter estimation.
On the other hand, we choose the full Pantheon sam-
2 The theory does not tell us if photons, neutrinos or others are the
causative of this excess of radiation. When we refer to others,
could be particles like dark photons coupled to some field A′µ
(see for example [30]).
3 In Ref. [16], the CC can be traced from electroweak epoch,
due to some specific quantum violation related to the energy-
momentum tensor.
4 In general, this assumption is not true, however Riess et al. [31]
does not report the expected value for Ω0Λ in the Supernovaes
observations.
4TABLE I: Mean values for the model parameters (h,
zini, M) derived from each data set and joint analysis.
Notice that M is the absolute B-band magnitude of a
fiducial SnIa.
Data set χ2min h zini M
H(z) 17.01 0.719+0.012−0.012 11.962
+0.161
−0.167 —
SnIa 1026.88 0.733+0.018−0.017 11.818
+0.182
−0.184 −19.251+0.052−0.053
Joint 1049.56 0.707+0.011−0.011 11.759
+0.143
−0.144 −19.348+0.030−0.030
11.6 12.0 12.4
zini
0.68 0.72 0.76
h
11.6
12
12.4
z i
ni
H(z)
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FIG. 1: 1D marginalized posterior distributions and the
2D 68%, 95%, 99.7% of CL for the h, and zini
parameters of the UG model.
ple by [3] containing 1048 observations in the redshift
interval 0.01 < z < 2.3. For further details to construct
the figure-of-merit of the data see [3, 5] and references
therein.
To perform the MCMC analysis, we use the emcee
Python module [33] choosing a flat prior on zini : [6, 14],
flat prior on M : [−21,−18] and a Gaussian prior on
h : (0.7324, 0.0174). We set a burn-in phase to achieve
the convergence and 4000 MCMC steps with 250 walk-
ers. Table I provides the mean values for each data set,
notice that a joint analysis prefers values of zini=11.761
which is consistent with the expected value via theoret-
ical assertions, specifically with zini = 11.85 obtained
using the h presented by Riess [32]. Furthermore, Figure
1 presents the 1D marginalized posterior distributions
and 2D at 68%, 95%, 99.7% of confidence levels (CL)
for the UG parameters. Here we observe the confirma-
tion that zini should take values on the order of 11.962
(H(z)), 11.819 (SnIa) and 11.716 (Joint) respectively, the
three data samples confirm that the CC emerges in the
reionization epoch.
Cosmological probes in the epoch of reionization.—The
results we obtained from UG, predict that, to obtain
the characteristics of CC, the birth of this entity must
be at zini = 11.27
+0.05
−0.05, 11.85
+0.05
−0.05, and 11.76
+0.14
−0.14 for
h from Planck, Riess and the data analysis (joint) re-
spectively, which is embedded in the reionization region
(6 < z < 20) [34]. Some important events happen at that
time like the apparition of high-redshift galaxies [34] or
the birth of the first stars in the Universe the so-called
Population III stars [35–37]. In that epoch, the combina-
tion of the above mentioned mechanisms reionize the in-
tergalactic medium initiating the process of metallicity in
the Universe (and bringing the end of the so-called dark
ages epoch). We remark that this epoch is particularly
important because the non linear physics is involved. We
speculate that the friction of this non linear structure
with the granularity of the space-time could have helped
to the emergence of small violations to the energy mo-
mentum tensor which can be accounted as the energy
density of the CC. For example, the collapsed structures
in epoch of reionization is a way to broke the symmetry of
the space-time which is extensively explored by authors
like Ref. [38].
We expect that experiments should observe an excess
of radiation predicted by UG together with the radiation
produced by primal stars and CMB. This means that an
excellent way to test this model and its relation with the
presence of a CC would be not to find evidence of this
excess for z > 11.27 (11.85). Recently, the Experiment
to Detect the Global Epoch of reionization (EDGES) [20]
reports an excess of radiation at z ≈ 17 and spans ap-
proximately 20 > z > 15, which can be attributed to the
same phenomena reported in this letter.
As the region of interest for our predictions is the reion-
ization epoch, in the following we propose two tests to
theoretically study different value of zini and provide
possible evidence of its presence in that epoch. Notice
that, despite an agreement with ΛCDM is obtained when
zini = 11.27
+0.05
−0.05, we will choose different values (i.e. ig-
noring eq. (10)) for the 21-cm signal and the optical
depth tests as our interest is to explore differences and
similarities with the standard cosmological model. Due
that we are dealing with high redshifts, in both tests, we
will only use the constriction provided by Planck data in
which zini takes the value 11.27.
The 21-cm signal.—We start with the 21-cm signal as
a probe of the so-called cosmic dawn, the period when the
very first sources of light appeared, reionizing the neutral
Hydrogen and initiating the end of the Dark Ages, also
known as the era of reionization.
The strength of the 21-cm signal is quantified through
a differential brightness temperature T21 which, in the
reionization era, follows the constraint Ts ≈ Tk  Tγ ,
being Ts, Tk and Tγ the spin temperature of the parti-
cles that make up the gas, the gas kinetic temperature
and the CMB temperature respectively, i.e. the CMB
photons (Tγ) in reionization epoch have decayed enough
so that the kinetic temperature dominates over the CMB
temperature, as stated in the expression above. In the
reionization epoch T21 > 0, and the 21-cm signal is seen
for the first time in emission, having the expression [39]:
T21(z) ≈
(
A10nHI(z)
8ν20H0(z + 1)
)
E(z)−1, (11)
5being A10 = 2.85× 10−15s−1 the emission coefficient for
the hyperfine triplet-single transition, nHI(z) the number
density of neutral Hydrogen defined as nHI(z) = n0(1 +
z)3, where n0 = (1 − Y )ρc/mH , Y = 0.244 the Helium
mass fraction, ρc the cosmological critical density, mH
the Hydrogen mass, ν0 = 1420.4 MHz is the rest frame
transition frequency and E(z) represents ΛCDM or UG
cosmology, depending on the model to study.
Figure 2 shows T21 as function of redshift for the stan-
dard cosmological model (dotted line) and results for sev-
eral values of zini in the UG scenario, e.g. including those
(18 and 30) outside of the region defined by Eq. (10) and
which provide T21 temperatures at z = 0 lower than those
expected by the ΛCDM model, note that these values do
not even meet Friedmann constraint and therefore Eq.
(10) it is not fulfilled. In the case of zini = 5, which
fulfill the constriction imposed by Eq. (10), the tem-
perature predicted at z = 0 is higher than the standard
cosmological model. From the beginning, the theoretical
value zini ∼ 11.27 and data value zini = 11.76 (Joint)
are those that fits with the standard cosmology, the the-
oretical value being the one that best fits the standard
model by construction. Worth noting that if we use zini
with Riess data, this value fits better as expected by the
Joint analysis. Therefore, small variations in the birth
of CC will cause variations in the observed temperature
of T21 at z = 0, giving a maximum tolerance which will
depend of the T21 measurements at z = 0. Furthermore,
Fig. 2 also includes two vertical lines indicating the ex-
pected birth of the CC at z = 11.27 (Theoretical) and
z = 11.76 (Joint), together with a shaded region in the
interval z > 6 where the reionization epoch takes place.
Non linear physics, which is dominant in those eras, could
be the cause for local energy-momentum violation and
the emergence of an excess of radiation, as UG predicts,
and therefore an effective CC responsible for the future
accelerated Universe. The physics of the appearance of
this excess of radiation is still unknown, but it is possi-
ble to hypothesize (as other authors do [16, 17]) that it
is caused by the friction of the non-linear matter with a
granular space-time. However, the understanding of this
physics needs a more profound theory of the space-time
itself.
The Optical depth.—Other cosmological test is to
study the the optical depth, which is one of the most
accurately measurement in cosmology, contributing with
important information about different Universe epochs
and in particular in the reionization epoch (see for exam-
ple [4]). Hence, the optical depth is given by
τ(z) =
∫ z
0
ne(z)σT
H0(z + 1)E(z)
dz, (12)
where ne(z) is the density of electrons defined as ne(z) =
nHI(z)(1 + Y ) if helium is singly ionized and σT the
Thompson cross section. Imposing the initial condition
for the optical depth τ(0) = 0.05 as Ref. [40] suggest,
Figure 3 presents τ as function of z for different values
of zini chosen as before. Notice that zini = 30 exhibits
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FIG. 2: Temperature associated to the 21-cm signal in
units of eV, assuming different values for zini in the UG
scenario together with the ΛCDM model (dotted line).
Inner plot shows a zoom for the Theoretical, Joint and
ΛCDM cases. The vertical lines corresponds to
z = 11.27 (Theoretical) and z = 11.761 (Joint)
respectively, and the shaded zone to the cosmic ionizing
emissivity region suggested by Ref. [34]. Notice that
the purple-dotted line (zini = 11.27) overlaps with the
ΛCDM one.
the largest difference compared to ΛCDM (as expected).
Once again, by construction the zini = 11.27 (Theoreti-
cal) behavior and zini = 11.76 (Joint) are those that coin-
cide better with the standard cosmological model giving
a maximum tolerance for the values of zini inside of the
error bars for the optical depth measurements. Again,
the theoretical model has the best fit with ΛCDM model,
but zini using Riess data fits better with the Joint anal-
ysis. As for Figure 2, we also include two vertical line
and shaded region for reference. As we argued previ-
ously, we expect no evidence of the CC previous to the
epoch of non linear structure. On the other hand, notice
that differences in the redshift at which the CC appears
(the excess of radiation) generate differences in the opti-
cal depth, which can be refuted with future cosmological
observations.
Conclusions and Outlooks.—Unimodular gravity, and
its particular and natural characteristic of violating the
energy-momentum conservation, suggests the birth of the
CC together with remarkable predictions related not only
to its composition but also to the redshift at which it is
happened. In this frame, the CC is a remnant of radi-
ation that arises during the epoch of reionization, when
the newly form galaxies and stars of the Population III
reionizated the intergalactic medium or, in general, when
complex structures played a role in the cosmological dy-
namics, breaking the symmetry and converting the Uni-
verse in a highly non-linear entity. Towards redshifts of
the order z & 11 (but not higher than 12.54), the ex-
cess of radiation will generate a fingerprint that could
be detected in future observations. Hence, a particular
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FIG. 3: Optical depth behavior, where different values
for zini were assumed, and its comparison with ΛCDM
model (dotted line). Inner plot show a zoom for the
Theoretical, Joint and ΛCDM cases. As in Figure 2,
vertical lines corresponds to z = 11.27 (Theoretical) and
z = 11.761 (Joint) respectively, the shaded zone to the
cosmic ionizing emissivity region suggested by Ref. [34].
form to refute or validate the model is the prediction
that CC does not exist in all stages of the evolution of
the Universe, but it arises during the epoch of reioniza-
tion, being the smoking-gun epoch to obtain evidence of
CC and elucidate its future implications for the Universe
evolution. We started constraining the UG parameters,
using H(z) and SnIa data, together with the joint analy-
sis. Our main result confirms that zini (Joint) have the
value 11.761, giving us a similar values than the expected
through the theoretical assertions when the value of zini
is obtained from the h measured by [31]; strengthening
our conclusions that important physics should emerge in
reionization epoch.
In addition we use two cosmological probes that are
important in reionization era to study the model and
explore other possible values for the zini parameter (as-
sociated to the birth of the CC). Of course, values of zini
outside the region constrained by Eq. (10) generate be-
haviors for the brightness temperature and the optical
depth totally incompatible with the standard paradigm
and directly discarded. However, those zini values fulfill-
ing the constrictions present differences in the T21 tem-
perature that could be observed, allowing to track the
epoch of the birth of the CC and also providing a mech-
anism to test the Unimodular gravity theory. Regarding
the optical depth, the differences stand out at z > 1 but
they tend towards (0.05) at z = 0, in agreement with
Planck satellite reports. As we mention previously, zini
should take the value of 11.27 (11.85) in order to coin-
cide with the ΩΛ of the CC, however the T21 temperature
and optical depth giving us the maximum tolerance for
the birth of the CC (zini) due to the error bars in both
measurements.
As we mentioned previously, the excess of radiation
might have been already detected by the EDGES experi-
ment [20]. Indeed, EDGES perhaps is observing the birth
of the CC in reionization epoch. Despite the systematic
uncertainties that at this moment are still being analyzed
by EDGES, future observations could confirm the bright-
ness temperature T21 ∼ 500 mK detection and constrain
the redshift region near the values predicted by this the-
ory. Roughly speaking, and without loss of generality, as
the brightness temperature is a function of baryons and
CMB temperature, T21 ∼ 50mK(TCMB/Tbary), the dis-
crepancy [41] with the standard model could be caused
not only by the interaction between baryons and dark
matter but also by the increase in TCMB produced by
an excess of radiation like the one predicted by UG5. For
sure, if experiments confirm the excess of radiation at
epoch of reionization, the way to elucidate between other
theories (evaporating black holes, decaying dark matter,
etc) and UG predictions could be a challenge for future
observations.
Despite that UG sheds light into the nature of the CC
and establishes a redshift for its birth, it is no clear why
the CC was born specifically in the epoch of non linear
physics. It might be that the non linearity in that epoch
generates some breakdown of symmetry still unknown
and this, in turn, leads to the excess of radiation origi-
nated by the violation of the energy-momentum tensor,
which we interpret as the CC, and resulting in the ac-
celeration of the Universe. As we argue previously, we
suspect that, in those eras where the non linear physics
play an important role, in the formation of complex struc-
ture (such as stars and galaxies) generated friction with
a possible non-continuous space-time provoking the ex-
tra radiation that we discuss in this paper. Hence, the
confirmation of this model would not only open the door
to understand the current Universe acceleration, but also
could be a piece of evidence for the possible granularity
of the space-time itself.
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